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June 6-9 All The World’s a 
Stage

$265.00 8-14 Embrace your inner confidence! Explore 
various aspects of acting and theater. We will 
work together to present mini-plays as an 
ensemble. From costuming to character 
development, from improv to rehearsals, from 
staging to makeup/hair, we will explore what it 
takes to put on a mini-play! 

8:30-4:30 Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Heidi Hamric

June 5-9 Art Safari $165.00 5-7 We will explore animals and their habitats 
through art projects (making animal art using 
various mediums), creating art from things we 
find in nature, nature walks, daily yoga and 
other activities. We will incorporate plenty of 
time outside. If it works out to go to the Botanic 
Park one day and learn about pollinators/draw 
flowers, I'd like to do that. One year, we had 
parents pick up and drop off at the park to 
facilitate this. 

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Jessica Berg

June 5-9  Dance Painting $165.00 11-13 Students interested in growing further as a 
Performing Artist, or seeking a deeper 
understanding of artistic process, can immerse 
themselves in a combination of visual and 
performance art. Join, Amanda in “Dance 
Painting” where we take the expressive 
qualities of movement and document emotions, 
feelings, and creativity. Bringing new light, 
positivity, and joy into the “art room”.

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Amanda 
Bradder

June 12-16 The World of Peter 
Pan

$165.00 7-12 Delve into Never Never Land through Dance. 
Through movement we will explore Pirates, 
Lost Boys, Tinker Bell,  and Mermaids. Create 
your own costume of your character of choice 
as you work together to create a movement 
extravaganza which will be performed for 
parents and friends at the end of the week.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Nicole Idzahl

June 12-16 Be Dazzled $165.00 8-14 From earrings to necklaces, rings, and more, 
we will get bedazzled with new jewelry making 
skills and designs. From new parts and pieces 
to "upcycling" broken or discarded bits to 
repurpose and improve, we will work in teams 
to create unique looks featuring fun themes.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Heidi Hamric

June 19-23 Art Immersion: 
African Culture

$165.00 5-7 Immerse yourself in African Culture with a high 
energy dance, music, and arts exploration. 
Learn the Dogon mask dance as you create 
your own mask to dance in. Learn songs and 
drumming too!  Campers will have a 
culminating performance on last day for parents 
and friends. 

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Robin Getter

June 19-23 Inked: Screen 
Printing Adventure

$165.00 11-13 Explore the screen printing process from start 
to finish as you learn the ins and outs. From 
planning and design to the techniques and 
materials needed, campers will hand print on a 
provided T- Shirt. They are encouraged to bring 
anything else they wish to print on. Includes a 
mid-week field trip to the Ohana studio to see 
how they create their products.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Johannah 
Hildebrand

June 19-23 Animal Adventures $165.00 5-7 Come explore and learn fun facts about a 
different type of animal each day.  Create 
unique pieces of artwork based on each of the 
animals. Keep active as you also learn songs 
and play games throughout the week. This will 
be a fun filled animal adventure! 

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Rebecca 
McNamara
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June 19-23 Painting for Fitness $165.00 8-12 Interested in healthy emotional and physical 
outlet, with wellness benefits? This class is 
wonderful for beginning painters and those 
looking to try a new skill, students can harness 
their own personal power, and ignite their 
creativity in the canvas, while getting exercise. 
Amanda’s goal is developing new healthy ways 
of thinking about art and and self, in addition to 
providing health wellness techniques through 
simple movements. 

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Amanda Radder

June 26-30 Discover 
Photography

$165.00 10-14 Grab your camera (or iPhone) and get ready to 
explore the great outdoors! Learn the 
fundamentals of photography including 
Lightning, Framing, Focus, Depth of Field, and 
how to apply Filters. We’ll also have some fun 
with Film and Polaroid cameras.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Grant Alan

June 26-30 Nature as Your 
Guide

$165.00 8-13 Using natural objects as your inspiration, 
materials, and tools, explore the world of art 
making. Learn how to create beautiful artwork 
using the patterns and textures found within 
nature. From creating your own paintbrush to 
making prints with leaves to building land art to 
be enjoyed by hikers, we will explore it all! This 
camp will spend most of time outdoors looking 
for inspiration, creating, and enjoying the 
beautiful summer weather.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Johannah 
Hildebrand

June 26-30 Excellence in 
Drawing

$165.00 11-13 The process of making art that catches the 
viewer’s attention is teaching the body, hand, 
and eyes how to see, combine, then produce 
the various elements that make up an art piece. 
In this camp we will explore the techniques of 
line, angles, proportion, proximity, beauty, and 
how to show movement. You will practice 
making different drawings till you reach what 
you consider the best, final draft of your idea.

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Gwen Hill

June 26-30 Printmaking 101- 
Oehme Graphics 
(morning session)

$165.00  
additional 
fees 
required

8-12 The art of printmaking provides endless space 
for creativity! Students will learn multiple 
aspects of printmaking from a master printer, 
including etching, woodblock, linocut, and 
monotypes. This camp will be held at the 
Oehme Graphics Studio, where students will 
learn about the equipment, tools and supplies 
from an internationally collected master printer 
at her professional print studio. 
*$40 materials fee and a $30.00 off site facility 
fee are required.

8:30am-12 pm OFF 
SITE-
Ohme 
Graphics

Sue Oehme

June 26-30 Printmaking 101- 
Oehme Graphics 
(afternoon session)

$165.00  
additional 
fees 
required

8-12 The art of printmaking provides endless space 
for creativity! Students will learn multiple 
aspects of printmaking from a master printer, 
including etching, woodblock, linocut, and 
monotypes. This camp will be held at the 
Oehme Graphics Studio, where students will 
learn about the equipment, tools and supplies 
from an internationally collected master printer 
at her professional print studio. 
*$40 materials fee and a $30.00 off site facility 
fee are required.

1pm-4:30pm OFF 
SITE-
Ohme 
Graphics

Sue Oehme

July 10-14 Twisted Metal $165.00 11-16 Create a variety of wire sculptures in 2D and 
3D as you learn the tips and tricks of working 
with wire. Merge your creativity with the 
technical elements used to create mechanical 
movements and explore how a line can create 
form as you create your own whimsical pieces.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Gary Chaffin
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July 10-14 Tie Dye and 
Beyond

$165.00  
additional 
fees 
required

9-12 Color, Color, Color! Learn a variety of traditional 
wrapping and dyeing techniques as you create 
multiple patterns and designs on fabric. Note: 
Campers are required to bring in at least 1 
dyeable piece (either a t-shirt, apron, pants, or 
sarong). Pieces must be 100% non-treated 
white cotton. *$10 materials fee required.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Tony Urbick

July 10-14 Culture Camp: 
Pioneering

$165.00 8-11 Experience the wonders of pioneer life through 
interactive programs and creativity. While 
learning about the daily life of local pioneers 
through primary resources, you will learn and 
create with a wide variety of hands-on activities 
including making butter, calligraphy, candle-
making, leather working, tin punching, building 
cabins, pioneer toys and recess games, 
watercolor instruction, and more. Have fun 
while learning more about the fascinating 
history of Routt County, the life of the pioneer 
families who founded it, and gain an 
appreciation of your community. 

8:30am-12 pm OFF 
SITE-
Tread of 
Pioneers

Jonelle 
Castleberry

July 10-14 Global Art and 
Dance

$165.00 5-7 Explore the visual art and dance traditions from 
a variety of countries around the world. We'll 
investigate different cultural folktales and how 
they can be expressed visually and through 
movement. We'll make origami, drawings, 
watercolor paintings, and short narrative dance 
routines in the style of the culture we're 
exploring.

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Lainey Heartz

July 10-14 Design It Build It $165.00 8-10 Do you love building things?  Come explore a 
variety of environments and how to design a 
building or structure to fit within those 
environments. Explore rooftop gardens, 
building into hillsides, and how to design a 
sustainable building in a variety of habitats. This 
week is dedicated to designing structures and 
then building them (on a small scale, of 
course)!

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Tony Urbick

July 17-21 Wire Twisting 
Magic

$165.00 5-7 Wind up your creativity with wire sculpting! 
Learn a variety of wire working techniques and 
types of metal sculpture. Students will create 
smaller works out of wire each day and have 
the option to create a bigger final project over 
the last two days of the camp. Explore how to 
gain inspiration through nature on your daily 
walks. Collect natural materials and found 
objects to include in your sculptures. 

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Tony Urbick

July 17-21 Trash to Treasure: 
Upcycled Art

$165.00 10-13 Learn a variety of ways to transform the 
ordinary into the extraordinary. Take items that 
are discarded and find new life for them in your 
artistic creations. Responsibly source materials 
to create unique and beautiful artwork using a 
variety of sculptural techniques.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Jen Mendez

July 17-21 Imagination Station 
(afternoon session)  

$165.00 5-7 What are the ways artists create? How does an 
artist come up with ideas? Why is it important to 
listen to your inner artist? How does an artist go 
from a thought to a final product? Here are a 
few questions that we will investigate as you 
dive into using your imagination to create a 
variety of artworks using a variety of media. 
Explore different worlds each day with hands-
on activities and movement. We will dive into all 
types of subjects and media as you create, 
move, dance, play, and sing throughout the 
week.

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Tony Urbick

July 17-21 Though the Lens $165.00 12-16 Grab your camera (or iPhone) and get ready to 
explore the great outdoors! Learn some more 
advanced concepts in photography related to 
Lightning, Framing, Focus, Depth of Field, and 
how to apply Filters. We’ll also have some fun 
with Film and Polaroid cameras.

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Grant Alan
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July 24-27    
(4 day camp)

The Patterns We 
Weave

$130.00 9-13 Explore a variety of weaving and natural dyeing 
techniques as you create beautiful pieces of art 
with intention. Practice artistic intention that 
uses better, healthier options for the earth and 
ourselves. Also, explore the rich history of 
weaving as an ancient primitive skill from all 
traditions around the world & it’s importance in 
our world today. 

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Jillian 
Thomlinson

July 24-27    
(4 day camp)

Imagination Station 
(morning session)

$130.00 5-7 What are the ways artists create? How does an 
artist come up with ideas? Why is it important to 
listen to your inner artist? How does an artist go 
from a thought to a final product? Here are a 
few questions that we will investigate as you 
dive into using your imagination to create a 
variety of artworks using a variety of media. 
Explore different worlds each day with hands-
on activities and movement. We will dive into all 
types of subjects and media as you create, 
move, dance, play, and sing throughout the 
week. 

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Tony Urbick

July 24-27    
(4 day camp)

Painting Without a 
Paintbrush

$130.00 10-13 Do you love to paint? Are you creative? Push 
your boundaries of what you can do with paint. 
 Using translucent watercolor paint and 
masking fluid, you can build layers of paint to 
achieve a depth not found with a paintbrush. 
 Free your creativity, anything is possible 
through this method.  Also explore a variety of 
other pouring techniques.

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Madaleine 
Burrough

July 24-27    
(4 day camp)

Mad Science $130.00 8-12 Explore the wonder of where art meets science. 
From chemical reactions, to observing and 
experimenting with various optical spectra and 
their effects on your works, to the density and 
viscosity of liquids, to harnessing creativity 
using simple machines, upper young artist uses 
science every day in their creations. Learn 
about the science behind the art as you explore 
how we see the world as you create a variety of 
different and unique pieces. Prepare to get 
messy, scienartists!

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Tony Urbick

July 24-27    
(4 day camp)

Culture Camp: 
Young Utes and 
Pioneers

$130.00 8-11 Travel through time with the Tread of Pioneers 
Museum where you experience the history of 
Routt County through interactive programs and 
creativity. While learning about the lifeways and 
culture of the local American Indian tribe, the 
Utes, and the experiences of local pioneers 
who founded our county, you will learn and 
create with a wide variety of hands-on activities 
include weaving, beading, pottery, watercolor 
instruction, leather working and more. While 
having fun, learn more about the fascinating 
history of Routt County, the life of the people 
who have made their homes here, and gain an 
appreciation of their community. 

1pm-4:30pm OFF 
SITE-
Tread of 
Pioneers

Jonelle 
Castleberry

July 31-Aug 4 The Art of The 
Earth

$165.00 6-10 A mindful journey to relate with ourselves in the 
natural world. Listening to ourselves, listening 
to nature. Starting with a circle for soft 
contemplation, a guided meditation, light 
stretching & dancing followed by story and a 
project related to the daily/weekly theme of the 
Earth’s elemental flows & movements. 
Centering on what is most important through 
the interconnection of clean water, air, wind, 
trees, plants, animals and exploring our place 
within that.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Jillian 
Thomlinson
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July 31-Aug 4 Be Dazzled Again $165.00 8-14 From brainstorming ideas to displaying final 
products, create your very own line of wearable 
art. From new parts and pieces to "upcycling" 
broken or discarded bits to repurpose and 
improve, we will work in teams to create unique 
looks featuring fun themes.

8:30am-12 pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Heidi Hamric

July 31-Aug 4 Make it Move $165.00 10-13 Dive into the world of 3D forms as you create 
movement and the expression of movement 
within your sculptures.
Practice basic wire and metal sculpture safety 
and techniques, as you incorporate various 
found objects or upcycled items into your 
unique static and/or moving sculptures. 

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Inside

Tony Urbick

July 31-Aug 4 Mural Madness $165.00 8-13 Think big and paint bigger. Bring your unique 
style to the depot this summer and get ready to 
get messy.  Each student will create a LARGE 
piece of art that will merge together for a 
collaborative finished mural that will be 
displayed publicly. Artists will be able to take 
their piece home after the public display comes 
down.

1pm-4:30pm Depot 
Art 
Center-
Outside

Madaleine 
Burrough
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